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Concrete Parse Tree vs Abstract Syntax Tree

A parse tree pictorially shows how the start symbol of a grammar derives a string in the 

language.

Whereas,

Abstract syntax trees, or simply syntax trees, differ from parse trees because superficial 

distinctions of form, unimportant for translation, do not appear in syntax trees.

Also, they're most often expressed by the data structures of the language used for 

implementation. [1]



Concrete Parse Tree vs Abstract Syntax Tree

● AST’s ingnore some details as compared to Parse Trees.

● For example:

● E → int | (E) | E+ E and a String 5 + (2+3)

● After lexical analysis we get, int
5

 ‘+’ ‘(’ int
2

 ‘+’ int
3

 ‘)’

● But it does contain too much information.



Concrete Parse Tree vs Abstract Syntax Tree



How to construct an AST

The AST structure is constructed bottom-up where,

● A list of siblings is generated and

● The list is later adopted by a parent. 



Data Structure Design



How to construct an AST

class AST

+ static makeNode( ) -> AstNode

+ static makeFamily( ) -> AstNode

+ root: AstNode

class AstNode

+ makeSibling( )

+ adoptChildren( )

* note: only the key fields and methods were shown here, you may need extra fields or methods



makeSibling( )

assume we are calling: X.makeSibling(Y, Z)



makeSibling( )

find X’s rightmost sibling, link it with the Y’s leftmost sibling, treat them as a whole and link to Z’s 

leftmost sibling (repeat until no more new unlinked)



makeSibling( )

set all new added elements’ parent to X’s parent and all their leftmost sibling pointer to the X’s 

leftmost sibling



adpotChildren( )

assume we are calling X.adoptChildren( Y )



adpotChildren( )

There will be two possibilities:

1. X already has a leftmost child

2. X don’t have any leftmost child



adpotChildren( )

1. just link Z to Y, do what we do in makeSibling( )

2. link new element’s parent to X and set X’s leftmost child pointer to Y’s leftmost sibling
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